GLOBAL
The world’s local mobile phone
Quick Start Guide
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SAR
This mobile phone meets applicable national SAR limits of 2.0 W/Kg. The specific
maximum SAR values can be found in the SAR information section of this guide.
When carrying the product or using it, maintain a distance of 1.5 cm from the
body to ensure compliance with RF exposure requirements.
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Phone
Layout
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Key functions
Left soft key

In standby mode, Press this key to enter the main menu under;
Press this key to confirm the function you choose;

Right soft key

In standby mode, Press this key to enter phonebook list;
Press this key to go back to previous menu;

Call SIM 1 key

Make a call from SIM1; Accept incoming call; In standby mode open
call logs.

Call SIM 2 key

Make a call from SIM2; Accept incoming call; In standby mode open
call logs.

End key

Power On and Off and End calls

Special Key

In standby mode, Press to enter special function.

Navigation keys

Scroll for selecting a function, 4 keys with centre OK
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OK key

Press OK key to confirm and enter main menu

Number keys

Dial numbers or enter characters.

*

key

In Standby mode, press * key twice to display “+” to call international
numbers. In Multimedia, press * key to decrease volume.

#

key

In Standby mode, press and hold this key to switch between current
profile and silent profile. In Multimedia, press # key to increase
volume.
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Installing the SD Card, SIM cards and Battery
Insert the SD Card (optional) into the lower slot; push it in until locked safe in place
Insert SIM 1 (lower slot) with the gold contacts facing down and the SIM angle cut on the right
Insert SIM 2 (Upper slot) above SIM 1 slot, with gold coated contacts pacing down and
SIM angle cut on the right
Insert the battery and replace the cover
Connect the USB cable to the USB Power Charger
and then plug the cable into the Micro USB plug on
the mobile phone.

Note: Do not remove the battery

before removing the USB from the mobile phone.
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Making Calls
Enter the phone number and then press the call key to dial from SIM1 or SIM2.

Dialing Callback Calls (from SIM 1)
When calling to a Local or International number, dial with prefix 00 and country code:
Prefix 00 + Country Code + Area code omitting the 0 + Number; even when making a
domestic call in the same country where you are.

For example: 00 44 20 5555 5555.

To Change Volume:
During a call, select Menu then Adjust volume and press up or down on the navigation square key

Making a call from Contacts
Open Contacts, scroll to search the desired contact name, press call key to dial from SIM1
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or SIM2.

Latest numbers redial
In standby mode, press call key to access the call log history.
Press the up/down key to reach the desired number or name, press call key from SIM1 or SIM2.

Receiving Calls
Select Call SIM 1 or SIM 2 key to accept an incoming call.

Rejecting Calls
Press End key to reject an incoming call.

Options during a Call
During a call, press left soft key to enter options to and select:
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Hold, End call, Contacts, Call History, Messaging, Sound recorder, Mute and Volume Up/Down.

Menu Functions
Contacts
You can have the Contacts saved in SIM 1 or SIM 2 or in the mobile phone memory.
The mobile can store 300 Contacts.
New: Create a new Contact in phone or SIM
Delete multiple: Choose one or more Contacts to delete
Import/Export: Copy/Import/Export records to SD-Card or phone.
Memory status: Query the current SIM card and mobile phone storage capacity
Quick search: In the input area where the cursor locates, enter the first letter to locate the first
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qualified entry in the contacts list. For example, to search for “Lisa”, enter letter “L”.
Search name: Enter the desired name, and search the matched entry in the Contacts.

Call logs
View call history including Missed calls, Dialed calls, Received calls and Rejected calls
Or Delete all call logs or view call timers.
In Options, view
Details: View the current record date, time, type.
Call: Call the current number.
Save: You can save the current record to the phone or SIM card
Write message: send the current record of SMS or MMS
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Add to contacts: the number of the record the name added to the existing record which
Add to blacklist: the current record to reject a call which
Delete: Delete the currently selected record
Delete all: Delete all call records

Message (SMS)
Write message
Send: Enter the number of the recipient
Insert template: select a ready reply
Add contact info: Insert the contact person
Add phiz: insert preset symbols
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Save as draft: save the message to a draft
Exit: Exit message

Inbox
Reply: reply to SMS.
Delete: Delete SMS
Call: Make a voice call or a call to the sender
Lock: protect message from deletion
Move: Move the message to SIM or phone
Copy: Copy the message to SIM or phone
Mark:
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Mark the whole text in SIM1 or SIM2, or unmark

Sort: In order or time or contact
Add sender to: Add the sender to Contacts
Delete repeated number: choose to delete the same number of records.
Add to blacklist: Add the sender to blacklist

Outbox
Messages stored in Outbox.

Drafts
Messages stored in Drafts

Sent box
Message stored in Sent box after sending.
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Security inbox
Default password is: 1234.

Templates
Message preset templates

Voice mail server
Enter the voice mail server
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View a locked message.

Multimedia
Access Camera, Video playback, Sound Recorder, Digital Video recording,
FM Radio and Image gallery
Games
Select one of the three games, Sokoban, Snake or Tetris.
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Settings
In Phone settings select from:
Date & Time setting
Language selection (English, Spanish, Russian or Hebrew),
Auto power on/off schedule
Power management
Restore to Factory setting (the default Password is 1234)
Language settings: Select the Display and Writing language
Auto power on/off: Set the daily time for Power on and off.
Power management: Check the battery charge status
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Restore factory settings: Warning - This will erase all user data. The password is: 1234.
Keypad backlight time: Set the backlight time key
Auto keypad lock: Set the timer for automatic keypad lock
Security
PIN: Select open or modify the SIM PIN 1 code
Modify PIN2: Select to modify the PIN 2 code
Phone locked: Select a password to unlock the phone
Modify the phone password: Modify the phone unlock password
Privacy:

Select a password to access specified functions such as access to call log, messages,

camera and Contacts.
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Lock screen by end-key: Select to activate End key for immediate screen locking.
Blacklist:

Set the blacklist number/s that will be automatically rejected by the phone when

calling or texting.

Call settings
Enable Dual SIM or Single SIM to be connected after Power On.
Select to activate the following Call functions: Call diverts, Call waiting, Call barring

In Others, select
Call timer reminder, Vibrate when call is connected, Auto redial, Auto reply by
SMS after rejecting a call and Auto record voice call
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Connections
Network Selection: If required while in Roaming, select a Network manually

Profiles
Customize the phone Notifications in 5 different Profiles: Normal, Silent, Meeting,
Indoor, and Outdoor.
Customization of notifications is including: Ring setting, Volume, Ring type and Other Alert Rings.

My files
My files function is activated only with SD Card mounted in the phone; insert the SD Card into its
slot under the SIM 1 slot.
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Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) information.
Your phone complies with applicable safety requirements for exposure to radio waves.
These requirements are based on scientific organizations through periodic and thorough
evaluation of scientific studies. These guidelines include safety margins designed to
assure the safety of all persons, regardless of age and health.
The radio wave exposure guidelines employ a unit of measurement known as the Specific
Absorption
Rate, or SAR. Tests for SAR are conducted by using standardized method with the phone
transmitting
at its highest certified power level in all used frequency bands.
While there may be differences between the SAR levels of various phone models, they are all
designed to meet the relevant guidelines for exposure to radio waves.
The SAR limit recommended by the international Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation
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Protection
(ICNIRP), which is 2.0 W/kg averaged over ten (10) grams of tissue.
The highest SAR value for this mobile device which were recorded:
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Band

Position

SAR 10g (W/kg)

GSM 900

Head / Body worn

0.397 / 0.156

DCS 1800

Head / Body worn

0.275 / 0.120

GSM 850

Head / Body worn

0.366 / 0.714

PCS 1900

Head / Body worn

0.236 / 0.427

Electronic devices
Most modern electronic equipment is shielded from RF energy. However, certain electronic
equipment may not be shielded against the RF signals from your wireless phone, therefore:
Do not use your mobile phone near medical equipment without requesting permission .

Pacemaker
Mobile phones may affect the operation of some implanted cardiac pacemakers
and other medically implanted equipments. Pacemaker manufacturers recommend
that a minimum separation of 20 cm
(6 inches) should be maintained between a hand-held wireless phone and a pacemaker to
avoid
potential interference with the pacemaker. These recommendations are consistent
with independent research by the Wireless Technology Research Association.
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People with pacemakers
Should always keep the phone more than 20 cm (6 inches) from their pacemakers when the
phone is switched on.
Should not carry the phone in a breast pocket.
Should use the ear opposite to the pacemaker to minimize the potential for interference.
If you have any reason to suspect that interference is taking place, switch off your phone
immediately.

Hearing aids
Some hearing aids might be disturbed by mobile phones. In the event of such disturbance,
you may consult your Operator, or call the customer service line to discuss alternatives.

Aircraft
Please comply with the Airline regulation. To prevent interference with the aircraft
communication systems you must switch off your mobile phone while the plane is in the air.
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Safety Information
The mobile phone is made in exquisite process. Please be careful while using.
The suggestions below will help to extend the service life of the mobile phone.
Keep the mobile phone and all its parts and accessories away from children.
Keep the mobile phone dry.
Keep it away from the substances such as rain, moisture and liquids that may erode the
circuits.
Do not use the mobile phone at places with too much dirt or put it at these places
to avoid damaging the activate parts.
Do not put the mobile phone at the place with high temperature; otherwise, it will shorten
life of the circuit, and damage the battery and plastic parts.
Do not put the mobile phone at cold place. When it becomes warm
(normal temperature), moisture will generate in the mobile phone and damage the circuit board.
Do not wash the mobile phone with corrosive chemical agent, cleaner or strong
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detergent. Dip soap water with soft cloth to wipe the mobile phone.
If the mobile phone or any accessory can’t work normally, please send it to qualified
service center.
Note: Please dispose the used products according to local regulations.

External Accessories
SD-Card:

The SD-Card slot is located under SIM 1.

USB data cable:

In power off state, connect the mobile phone to PC with the USB data

cable to access files and charge the battery. In power on state, connect the mobile phone
to PC with the USB data cable to access the phone storage.
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Travel charger:

For Charging the phone battery from the Mains Power

Note: Please use original qualified accessories.

Safety Information
Please read and follow these concise rules carefully to prevent danger or breaking laws.

Driving safety
Do not use mobile phone when driving. Use the hands-free accessories if you have to use
the phone. Put the mobile phone in the holder, instead of the passenger seat or any place
that the phone may fall off.
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Power off in aircraft
The interference of mobile phone will affect the flight safety and it is illegal to use mobile
phone in aircraft. Please switch off you mobile phone before boarding.
Power off in the operation area of explosion
Please follow the regulations or rules and switch off your mobile phone in or near operation
area of explosion.
Power off near dangerous articles
Please turn off your mobile phone at gas station or places near fuels and chemicals.
In hospitals
Please follow the regulations or rules of hospitals when you use mobile phone there.
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Switch the device off near medical equipment. Any wireless device, including mobile phone,
will interfere with the medical devices which are not fully protected. Other electronic
devices also may be affected. If you have any question, please consult your doctor
or the manufacturer.
Interference
Any mobile phone might be interfered with and its performance will be affected thereby.
Professional service
Only qualified maintenance personnel can install or maintain this mobile phone.
It may cause serious danger and also violates warranty clauses if you install or maintain
the mobile phone by yourself.
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Accessories and battery
Use manufacturer approved accessories and batteries only.
Regional application
Use the mobile phone in normal way. Do not put your mobile phone in the environment
with too high temperature, higher than 60℃, for example, put it under the window
which is radiated by direct sunshine. It is recommend using your phone at temperatures
from 5℃ to 35℃.
Please use wet or antistatic cloth to clean your phone.
Do not use the cloth with static to wipe the phone.
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Emergency call
Make sure that the mobile phone is switched on and in service area, enter the emergency
number (for example

999) and press the Call key to call the number. Report your position and

explain your condition briefly.
Do not end the call without permission.
Note: Like other mobile phones, the characteristics of this phone may be not supported
because of the network coverage or wireless signals transmission. Certain networks
even don’t support emergency call. Therefore, do not depend on mobile phone only
for very important communication (e.g. medical emergency). Please consult your local
network operator.
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Declaration of Conformity
Product: GSM / BT mobile phone
Model: DMW7
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